The concept of bonding and antibonding orbitals is fundamental in chemistry. The population of those orbitals and the energetic difference between the two reflect the strength of the bonding interaction. Weakening the bond is expected to reduce this energetic splitting, but the transient character of bond-activation has so far prohibited direct experimental access. Here we apply time-resolved soft X-ray spectroscopy at a freeelectron laser to directly observe the decreased bonding−antibonding splitting following bond-activation using an ultrashort optical laser pulse.
O ne of the most fundamental notions in chemistry is covalent bonding through the formation of molecular orbitals via mixing of atomic orbitals. When each of two reaction partners contributes one orbital to the bond, the orbitals combine to two molecular orbitals, where one forms a bonding orbital, which is shifted down in energy, while the other becomes antibonding and is shifted up in energy. When the latter orbital has a smaller occupation than the bonding orbital, the bond is stabilized. The energetic bond strength can be directly related to the resulting energetic splitting of the molecular orbitals and their occupancy.
Here we study how the bonding−antibonding splitting changes upon bond activation in a model system for heterogeneous catalysis: atomic oxygen chemisorbed on a ruthenium metal surface. 1, 2 We use a femtosecond optical laser pulse to trigger a sequence of events where part of the excited metal electrons get transiently promoted into unoccupied states that are antibonding between oxygen and the surface. This weakens the bond, which leads to bond-elongation and a reduced bonding−antibonding splitting in the now activated system. 3, 4 We directly follow the weakening of the oxygen to surface bond by monitoring the evolution of the energetic position of the bonding and antibonding states with timeresolved soft X-ray spectroscopy at a free-electron X-ray laser. 5−10 The unoccupied antibonding states are measured with oxygen K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), while the occupied bonding states are analyzed by (resonant) X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES).
In Figure 1a , we show a sketch of how the X-ray transitions allow studying the splitting between the bonding and the antibonding orbitals: 11 In X-ray absorption (green), an electron from the oxygen 1s core level is excited to an unoccupied state determined by the incident photon energy; XAS thus measures the unoccupied states, which here are mainly the O−Ru antibonding states. In XES (black), we study the radiative decay of this core-excited state. The XE spectrum is directly recorded with the spectrometer and provides a measure of the occupied pdensity of states; here we will focus on the O−Ru bonding state. Figure 1b illustrates the orbital mixing when oxygen approaches the surface: the atomic valence 2p orbitals interact with the Ru 4d states and form two sets of molecular orbitals separated in energy. They can be classified as bonding and antibonding. (The interaction of oxygen orbitals with the broadband 5s states in Ru is not shown.) Figure 1c presents the ultrafast reduction of their energetic splitting after exciting the system.
In the ground state, oxygen atoms on a ruthenium surface bind to a 3-fold coordinated hollow site. A multitude of electronic states distributed over several electronvolts in energy is formed through intermixing the different orbitals (calculations are presented in Figure 2c ). Here we use the term orbitals (strictly often used for small molecules only) to identify that the electronic states carry some adsorbate character. Two different sets of states can be observed: 2 On one hand, states that are spread in energy over several electronvolts above and below the Fermi level with a constantly low density of states are derived from the interaction of the oxygen 2p level with the broad Ru 5s band. On the other hand, the interaction with welllocalized Ru 4d states yields two prominent features dominating the electronic structure: one peak with a width of 1−2 eV at lower binding energy, which is completely occupied, and one 2−3 eV wide peak, which is at higher energy and completely unoccupied. Those two features can be directly related to the simple concept of bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals.
In Figure 2a , we display in detail the electronic structure of atomic oxygen adsorbed on a ruthenium surface as measured with our spectroscopy before the surface is excited. Only the bonding orbitals are fully occupied and appear in XES (black), while the antibonding orbitals appearing in XAS (green) are unoccupied. Together with the large energetic splitting, this results in a strong chemisorption bond. Figure 2b shows how the spectra change during the first picoseconds after laser excitation. For comparison, the fits of the spectra at negative delay (i.e., the static initial state as in Figure 2a ) are shown as dashed lines. After photoexcitation, the The resonant absorption of an X-ray photon at the oxygen 1s core level probes the unoccupied, antibonding states (green). Bottom: Xray emission from the core-excited states represents the occupied pdensity of states, mainly of bonding character. (b) Sketch of orbital mixing of oxygen on ruthenium. When oxygen approaches the ruthenium surface, the Ru 4d states mix with O 2p levels to form bonding and antibonding orbitals (illustrated with 4d σ and 2p z , the mixing with 5s states is not shown). Their energetic splitting is related to the bond strength. (c) Temporal evolution of the orbital binding energies. Promptly after laser excitation, the bond weakening is observed through a reduction of the bonding−antibonding splitting. The unoccupied antibonding orbitals (green) shift to lower energy, while the occupied bonding states shift to higher photon energies upon laser excitation. 
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Letter bonding state in the XE spectrum has shifted to higher energy and lost peak intensity. An increased broadening of the peak is barely visible but is extracted in a fit. The antibonding state in the XA spectrum shifts to lower energy and is more obviously broadened.
From the fits, we extract a maximum shift of the position of the XA antibonding resonance by about −0.56 ± 0.07 eV instantly after excitation only limited by the time resolution. The XE bonding resonance shifts by about +0.37 ± 0.11 eV. Simultaneously, the width of the antibonding peak increases by about 15%. These shifts directly indicate a bond weakening represented by a decrease in the bonding−antibonding splitting of about −0.93 ± 0.18 eV. We note that on a time scale of about 10 ps after the laser excitation, the splitting is nearly restored to its original value, i.e., the oxygen is only transiently activated here.
In Figure 2c , a simulation of the spectra is displayed for the initial state (dashed) and for the bond weakened state, where the oxygen atom is assumed to be promoted from the strongly binding hollow site to a bridge site with a larger oxygen to metal distance; the chosen configurations correspond to the initial and transition state in an oxygen diffusion simulation between adjacent hollow sites. The simulation reproduces the overall trends in reducing the energetic splitting between the bonding and antibonding states, the broadening and decrease of the peak heights. The computed spectral changes for this model are larger than those observed in the experiment, indicating that in the experiment not all oxygen atoms move completely to the bridge site. The experimental spectra are additionally broadened as a result of ensemble and temporal averaging as well as due to vibrational excitations that are not included in the calculation.
To interpret these spectral changes in detail, we discuss the excitation mechanism and the basic processes on a surface after ultrashort laser excitation: 12 Optical absorption occurs almost exclusively in the metal, while direct photo excitation of the adsorbate is negligible. Thereby valence electrons in the metal are excited into the conduction band and in less than 100 fs thermalize toward a hot electron gas with a temperature of around 6000 K for the conditions in our experiment. 13 On the same 100 fs time scale, the excited electron distribution indirectly induces strong adsorbate vibrations via the following mechanism: 4 Temporarily, excited electrons from the metal can occupy substrate−adsorbate repulsive antibonding states. 3 This weakens the bond that consequently starts to elongate. The oxygen atoms begin to move away from the strongly bound hollow site. When the electrons transfer back to the substrate, the oxygen atoms are left in a vibrationally excited state with an average position toward the bridge site. As a stochastic process, this contributes to the spectral broadening. Nevertheless, the largest excursion of the oxygen atoms toward the bridge site is reached within our time resolution of about 190 fs. The substrate−adsorbate bond at the bridge site is weaker, and this bond weakening is the main cause for the observed spectral changes, the decreased bonding−antibonding splitting, as direct evidence of the weakened interaction between adsorbate and surface.
In conclusion, we demonstrate here directly in the electronic structure how the (transient) population of antibonding states induces ultrafast geometrical changes, which in turn results in a weakened bond and consequently a reduced splitting between bonding and antibonding orbitals. This constitutes a direct experimental demonstration of the fundamental concept of bonding and antibonding orbitals and their relation to the chemical bond strength, which can directly connect to the activation of a bond for reactions. 8 ■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Measurements.
The experiments were performed at the soft Xray materials science (SXR) beamline at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) described in ref 14 . We used the surface science endstation (SSE) equipped with a home-built X-ray emission spectrometer using the setup as presented in detail in reference. 9 The background pressure was in the 10 −10 Torr range. We cleaned a Ru (0001) single-crystal through sputtering and annealing with and without oxygen. An initial p(2 × 1) layer of oxygen was prepared by exposing the clean crystal to oxygen at about room temperature according to the recipe from Lizzit et al. 15 The sample was placed at a grazing incidence angle of approximately 2°into the soft X-ray beam and the collinear 400 nm pump laser beam both at 120 Hz and focused to a spot size of about 50 μm by 50 μm. It was ensured that no sample damage was involved by comparing spectra recorded over several minutes on the same spot. No differences were found, but as a precaution, the sample was scanned during the measurement. LCLS was operated with 80 fs long electron bunches, while the central photon energy was scanned around the O 1s edge with the beamline monochromator set to a resolution of 250 meV. The optical laser was p-polarized to the sample at a fluence of approximately 140 J/m 2 . Temporal jitter between both pulses was monitored shot to shot and corrected for during data analysis using a spatially encoding crosscorrelator as described in reference. 16 Ultimately, the length of the optical laser pulses of about 170 fs limited the time resolution to 190 fs.
XE spectra of oxygen adsorbed on ruthenium do not show a dependence on the excitation energy besides a strong overall intensity scaling with the XA profile within the current energy resolution. This is characteristic for well-screened states in metals, and here the chemisorbed oxygen on a metal behaves as in a metallic state. 17 For the displayed XE spectra, the spectrometer counts for the excitation energy range between 529.5 and 530.4 eV were collected. This range was chosen, since this is where the largest spectral changes are observed in XAS. We thus enhance the XE signal from excited atoms that show a shifted XAS resonance. 7 When recording emission spectra, a contribution from elastic scattering at the excitation energy is always observed. The related peak has been fitted and removed from Figure 2 . For completeness, in Figure 3 , we show the XE spectra as recorded.
The XA spectra have been obtained by summing all the spectrometer counts for emission energies between 517 and 537 eV. Note that the intensity scaling between the XE and XA spectra is arbitrary and has been chosen such that the initial state peak heights match.
Absolute Splitting and Screening Response. We note that we cannot directly extract the absolute value of the bonding− antibonding splitting from our experimental spectra, but relative changes can still be accurately extracted. This is due to a constant offset mainly affecting the absorption spectra. It results from the 1s core hole in the final state of the absorption process triggering a screening reaction of valence electrons that lowers the total energy of the system and thus the XAS energy. 18, 19 The screening energy can be included in theoretical calculations and mainly depends on the number of screening valence electrons while being independent from their energetic
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Fit Model. The XE spectra have been fitted with an empirical model consisting of three Gaussian peak functions (shaded gray). The peaks represent the main occupied oxygen valence states (at 521 eV), a broad feature from the hybridization of broadband ruthenium states with oxygen orbitals and a peak (around 531 eV) resulting from elastic scattering. This latter peak provides the energy calibration of the spectrometer to the incoming photon energy and has been removed from the figure in the main paper (compare Figure 3) . The ground state model parameters have been determined from an unconstrained fit. In order to systematically track only significant pump−probe delay dependent changes, the set of free fit parameters has been reduced as far as possible without compromising on fit quality. It has been found that the broad feature changes in all parameters together with the main peak. Position, height, and width are thus fixed relative to the main peak for the delay dependent fits.
The XA spectra have been fitted with a Gaussian function, representing the unoccupied oxygen states and a hyperbolic tangent function to model the continuum edge jump (shaded light green in Figures 1.a and 2.a) .
The XA and XE spectrum fits have been performed for each time step in the delay scan (see Figure 4 ). Error bars are given as one standard deviation from the fit for values on the vertical axis, while the error bars on the delay axis represent the bin size.
■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Two-temperature calculations performed with parameters from ref 6 (see also references therein) for the substrate electron and phonon temperature reveal a rather quick equilibration toward 2000 K within the first picoseconds after laser excitation (see Figure 4 ). For this substrate temperature using the Climbing Image-Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB) method 20 the minimum free energy path was calculated from the hcp hollow via the bridge site to the fcc hollow site. An entropic correction was included but turned out to be less than 60 meV. The potential of mean force was calculated following Tully et al. 21, 22 by integrating all degrees of freedom orthogonal to the pathway. A free energy barrier of about 0.7 eV located at the bridge site was found.
Spectra were calculated for the initial ground state structure with the oxygen atoms located at the hcp hollow site, as well as for the bridge site structure extracted from the free energy simulations. The GPAW code was used. 23 A 2 × 2 slab of four atomic layers representing the Ru surface and a 4 × 4 × 1 kpoint sampling was employed to sample the Brillouin zone. XE spectra were obtained using frozen orbitals 24 and broadened using a Gaussian function with a full width at half-maximum of 1.0 eV. XA spectra were calculated using the transition state potential method. 25 The unoccupied states were constructed using a Haydock recursion scheme with 2000 Lanczos vectors. 26 To avoid core-hole interactions between unit cells in the XA calculations, the cells were enlarged accordingly.
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